
“DESIGN, FUNCTIONALITY AND PRODUCT SUPPORT CONVINCED US THAT WE MADE A RIGHT CHOICE WITH 2N IP INTERCOMS AND ANSWERING INDOOR UNITS FOR OUR CLIENT’S LUXURY RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX. “

DRAGAN GRUBOR, CCO, TELEMON D.O.O.

MISSION

LUXURY DESIGN MATCHING THE ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE OF THE RESIDENCE

INTUITIVE CONTROL WITH ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS - AN IMAGE SAVED FOR EACH MISSED CALL AND A DO NOT DISTURB MODE

ENHANCED SECURITY WITHIN THE COMPLEX - VIDEO MONITORING OF ENTRANCES, REMOTE OPENING OF DOORS

SIMPLE PLUG AND PLAY INSTALLATION Owing TO A FULL IP SOLUTION

BENEFITS
Solution

The complex comprises several residential buildings, hotels, shops, restaurants, and a marina. The requirement was to equip the residential sections with a video intercom system for 18 entrances and 111 apartments in total. The client emphasized the need to use luxury design in order to match the exclusive character of the interior. In addition, the system had to be connected directly in the existing IP infrastructure without the need for any additional cabling or investment. Including an option for remote system administration was also an important requirement.

Result

The complex operator was deciding between either conventional IP telephones with a color display, or the 2N® Indoor Touch units. They were also seeking a comprehensive solution that included door intercoms from the same brand/manufacturer.

The local partner Telemont d.o.o. used 2N products to offer a comprehensive solution meeting the customer’s requirements, installed and configured the system as a whole, and trained the customer’s personnel.

Our Customers

Adriatic Marinas d.o.o. owns and operates a marina and residential complex in Montenegro, Porto Montenegro. The part of marina complex is port itself, waterfront homes, residential apartments, studios and commercial spaces. Adriatic Marinas is based in Tivat.